Linfield 2020: Navigation in a flattened world

“20-20” stands for perfect vision. The year 2020 is less than 15 years away.

Two years ago, the Linfield faculty retreat focused on “Linfield 2020” and professors addressed questions such as, “what should be our priorities? What should the college look like? What will our students need?” Among other things, faculty agreed that, “We want to be known as a great teaching college that supports and celebrates vital research conducted by both faculty and students.” They said that, “We want to be known as a place where the study of the liberal arts and the pre-professional comprehensive B.A. programs are integrated.” And, “We want to be recognized as a place that nurtures a vibrant community.”

I couldn’t agree more. And I believe that the future of the college will be grounded in those three principles. It is further essential that we continue to bring the world to Linfield by increasing our geographic and ethnic diversity, not only in the student body, but also in the faculty.

We need to increase the national awareness of Linfield as a quality college and we need to continue to strengthen international studies. Students at Linfield already get a rich education, full of experiential learning and collaboration. But we have the potential to do even more — to coordinate faculty-student research that will link theory to practice; to organize our internship programs so that students can assist area businesses, non-profit organizations or schools while also learning from them; to deepen our connections to our local area which will, ironically, make us more attractive and interesting to those far away who are just beginning to learn about Linfield.

We can provide a global learning laboratory here at Linfield, and we can also enable our faculty and students to test what they have learned here during their study abroad.

So what will Linfield College look like in the year 2020? I can’t make any promises, but I have many ideas that I hope to present for serious discussion. More importantly, we need to create the vision together. Here are some ideas for 2020.

We will be well known regionally and recognized nationally. Our student body and faculty will include people from many states and nations, from a wide variety of ethnic, economic and social backgrounds. They will come to Linfield for many reasons, but especially because of our international programs, our academic excellence and our emphasis on applying theory to practice. Student-faculty research teams will be lauded for their contributions to the non-profit sector, the education sector, the business sector and the environmental sector in the Pacific Northwest and beyond. Our pre-professional programs will be notable for their integration with the liberal arts. We will have new science facilities, Northrup Hall will house several academic departments and Pioneer Hall will have been renovated. We will have remodeled our current facilities or secured new ones in Portland. Our athletic teams and facilities will continue to be a model for the NCAA, providing the best possible opportunities for excellence in competition while assuring the primary importance of academics. We will be a place where our students — whether in nursing or business, theatre or chemistry — find themselves called to service, a place where they not only come to study a discipline, they also come to discover themselves.

Let us aim high at Linfield. If we’re now the best comprehensive undergraduate college in the West, maybe we should look even further as we set our sights, design our programs, plot our future and create a bolder vision.

I look forward to reforming these ideas with our alumni, faculty and students. Let’s aim high and strive to become better. For our students today, for Linfield 2020, we can do no less.

Thomas L. Hellie

Inside Linfield Magazine

In June when I traveled over Santiam Pass to Sisters to cover the course history of fire in the Cascades, I never imagined that just a few weeks later, another fire would have such a personal impact on Linfield College where Lincoln was destroyed by fire. In this issue, we collected some stories about the cabin. But even with loss, we have much to celebrate at Linfield College. Our outstanding Music Department finally has a new home. The beautiful new Vivian A. Bull Music Center opened at a celebration filled with joy; music and much fanfare. The newly renovated Richard and Lucille Ice Auditorium is also being unveiled this fall. We pay tribute to two of our award-winning professors and provide insight into our varied student body. These are exciting times at Linfield and we look forward to sharing more stories with you.

Mardi Mileham

On the covers:
Front: Violin section of the Linfield Chamber Orchestra. (Daniel Hurst photo)
Back: A look at some of our fall athletes. (Kelly Bird photo)
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